
feed because of BSE risk are still active today—eight are
Energy Cooperationagainst feed companies based in Canada.

Contaminated “vegetarian” feed. On December 16,
2004, the Vancouver Sun reported that “secret tests” by Cana-
dian regulators of 20 of 28 samples of vegetarian animal feed
manufactured in Canada contained “undeclared animal mate- Myanmar, Bangladesh,
rials.” The tests found that more than half of all samples of
feed used in Canada were contaminated. In an internal memo, IndiaClinchDeals
a senior government regulator called the test results “wor-
risome.” by RamtanuMaitra

In response to this disclosure, Canadian officials stated
that the tests did not prove the presence of dangerous animal

Enhancing their steadily developing relations, India and My-proteins (such as those derived from cattle). However, accord-
ing to the Vancouver Sun, Canada decided against conducting anmar have agreed to jointly explore the off-shore and deep-

sea gas and petroleum fields in Myanmar. This was discussedadditional testing that may have determined whether the con-
tamination was from cattle protein. on Jan. 11 by India’s visiting Oil and Petroleum Minister,

Mani Shankar Aiyar, during his meeting with MyanmarAdditional problems with enforcement of the feed ban
have also recently come to light. According to the Vancouver Prime Minister Lt. Gen. Soe Win. It is apparent that the

Manmohan Singh government has come to the conclusionSun, another memo written by a senior Canadian regulator
stated that more than one in five Canadian feed mills continue that it is of strategic interest for an nation like India, which

lacks oil and gas resources, to acquire a stake in Myanmar’sto be out of compliance with the feed ban requirements. The
Vancouver Sun also reported that in 2003, seven facilities surplus oil and gas fields.

Back in the 1990s, when the late Indian Prime Ministerwere found to have “major noncompliance,” including three
that were “failing to prevent the contamination” of cattle feed. P.V. Narasimha Rao adopted a “Look East” policy to extend

India’s strategic interests, it became evident that India,In one of these cases, the contaminated feed was actually
consumed by cattle. blocked on its west by a hostile Pakistan, must form strategic

ties in Southeast Asia and Far East.Canada’s own assessment. On December 10, 2004, the
Canadian Food Inspection Agency—Canada’s food safety Myanmar sits where three great regions of Asia meet:

China in the north, Southeast Asia in the south, and India inagency—proposed changes to its feed ban. In explaining the
need for these changes, the agency described gaps in its cur- the west all meet at Myanmar. Myanmar is the key to a smooth

infrastructural land-based link-up among Central Asia in therent approach.
In a section of the proposal called “vulnerabilities of cur- west, Japan in the east, and Russia in the north. If Asia hopes

to develop a strong economic developmental structure basedrent feed ban regulatory framework,” the agency stated that
“the current framework provides opportunities for prohibited on a viable physical economy—and it must—Myanmar must

not only be a stable nation, but also must be economicallyproteins to be accidentally included in or cross-contaminate
feeds for ruminants.” The agency explained that assessing developed. Strong infrastructural development, a far-reach-

ing educational base, and the development of wide-rangingcompliance with the current feed ban “remains difficult” be-
cause of the absence of “definitive testing methods.” The small-scale industries would put Myanmar on a develop-

ment track.agency also found that “opportunities for misuse of feed on
farms with multiple species represent an area of vulnerabil- Closer India-Myanmar relations would begin to fill in the

picture. In addition to signing a memorandum of understand-ity.” The agency concluded that “[t]he present feed ban might
have been acceptable without the incidence of BSE in this ing for strategic energy ties, New Delhi has also moved to

include Bangladesh, in order to propose tripartite regionalcountry; but with it, there is a need to strengthen the key points
crucial to preventing the spread of the disease.” energy sector cooperation. A tripartite discussion, with India,

Bangladesh, and Myanmar, was scheduled for Jan. 12 atBased on this analysis, the Canadian government has pro-
posed prohibiting specified risk materials, such as brains and Yangon, Myanmar, on the proposed gas pipeline from My-

anmar to India via Bangladesh. It is the first time that Bangla-spinal cords, from animal feed and prohibiting the use of dead
stock or condemned carcasses for animal feed. Canada has desh will formally enunciate its position on the proposal in a

tripartite gathering.also proposed extending these prohibitions to pet food, segre-
gating specified risk materials during the slaughter process, Reports indicate that Bangladesh’s proposal at the

Yangon meeting would also include passage through Indianand using new procedures to identify specifed risk materials
and dead stock. territories to import electricity from Nepal and Bhutan in the

north, in exchange for allowing the tri-national gas pipelineA 75-day comment period for the proposal, which has yet
to take effect, ends February 24, 2005. to pass through Bangladesh territory. The reports suggest that
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The groundwork for the concluded agreement had begun
months ago. Two important visits stand out in making this
agreement a success. The first one was in October 2004, by
Myanmar’s military ruler, Than Shwe—the first Myanmar
ruler to visit India in 24 years.

Two Key Visits
The Myanmar ruler’s visit to India had come under strong

attack from the human rights activists because of Yangon’s
domestic policies. Although there is no doubt that Myanmar
does not practice democracy the way India does, it became
clear years ago that both governments have common interests
in the growth of their respective countries.

The visit was a resounding success and it laid the founda-
tion for positive things to evolve. During his visit, Than Shwe
promised a coordinated operation with Indian troops along the
900-mile porous border between the two countries (India’s
northeastern region has been home to several insurgencies for
the past five decades), and authorities of both nations signed
a memorandum of understanding for cooperation in non-tra-
ditional security issues. The pact is aimed at improving coop-
eration between the two sides against international terrorism,
arms smuggling, money laundering, drug trafficking, interna-
tional economic violations, and cyber crimes.a Bangladesh utility company has proposed installing the gas

pipeline, to facilitate India’s gas import from Myanmar. The The second key visit was by Bangladesh’s Finance Minis-
ter, M. Saifur Rahman, last November. The ostensible reasonidea is to deal with the pipeline as part of a package, and not

treat it as an individual case. for his Delhi visit was to attend the three-day India Economic
Summit. But he extended his stay by two more days to do
some plain talking with top Indian political leaders, includingTripartite Agreement

“We would like to see the gas pipeline installed under two highly respected former Prime Ministers—I.K. Gujral
and Atal Behari Vajpayee.regional energy cooperation,” said the Minister for Energy

and Mineral Resources, A.K.M. Mosharraf Hossain. The pro- During his talks with Indian leaders, the Bangladeshi Fi-
nance Minister addressed Dhaka’s concern about the adverseposed pipeline will carry gas from Myanmar to the Indian

state of West Bengal. By offering the transit corridor, Bangla- balance of trade, and held substantive discussions on other
major issues, such as allowing transit to India, export of natu-desh could earn about $125 million annually in transit fees

for the pipeline, which would run through Arakan (Rakhine) ral gas to India, and border incidents.
India’s internal problems in the northeast Indian states,state in Myanmar, to the Indian states of Mizoram and Tri-

pura, before crossing Bangladesh to Kolkata (Calcutta). Dhaka’s alleged support to the insurgents, and the latest pro-
posal for a tri-national gas pipeline from Myanmar to WestIndia has been making a serious effort to import gas from

the west, particularly from Iran. This proposed eastern corri- Bengal through Bangladesh territory, were also placed on the
table for discussion.dor could open up new sources of energy. India’s Oil and

Natural Gas Videsh Ltd (ONGVL) has a 20% interest, sup- Saifur Rahman made clear to the Indian leaders that
Dhaka, in principle, would like to cooperate with a tri-nationalported with a 10% stake by India’s Gas Authority of India

Ltd. (GAIL), in two offshore blocks, A-1 and A3, in My- gas pipeline for bringing natural gas to India from Myanmar,
but the ownership of the pipeline project has to be determinedanmar. The other consortium partners are Daewoo and KO-

GAS. Block A-1 extends over an area of about 3,885 square first. On transit, he suggested that Dhaka would prefer allow-
ing transit facilities to India only through the railway system,kilometers off Myanmar’s Rakhine Coast, close to Ban-

gladesh. as Dhaka has developed “a good railway system” and it would
not be possible to offer “road transit.”Myanmar claims that the country has a potential of about

1,000 billion cubic meters of natural gas. ONGC, India’s Rahman told newsmen: “Delhi wants transit for all modes
of transportation from us, but the fact is, we have been askinglargest gas producer, has a reserve of about 650 billion cubic

meter of natural gas. Experts say that although the Myanmar India for the last 30 years for only a 13-km road transit to
Nepal, which it did not give us.” It seems some of Dhaka’sestimates speak of potential reserves, this could be a major

gas source to meet India’s growing energy needs. basic demands have been paid attention to by New Delhi.
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